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INTRODUCTION 
-· 
• 
A study of worship comes to have value as 
we realize that it is dealing with the experience of man's 
reaching out toward and finding of God. History reveals that 
men have always been worshipers; deities have had a place 
among all tribes, and races, and nations. Man has striven 
to understand these and to see his relationship with them 
and in this process he has come to worship. We feel that 
worship has a vital place in the life of young people to~day 
because ideals may be clarified and made more nearly perfect 
in the light of a God-consciousness which worship is. These 
ideals are to be translated into the conduct of social and 
industrial relationships, statesmanship, professional activity; 
they are to become twisted with all of living. If so-called 
youth movements and youth revolts are to have any weight, it 
will come through the power of the ideals of these young peo• 
ple. Thus, the . place of gaining these ideals becomes the 
center of concern to religious leaders. 
Our purpos e here will be three-fold: 
1. There must be a study of the nature of worship. 
The early forms and ceremonies of the process 
reveal the primitive concepts of its nature. The 
psychology of human nature which underlies its origin 
and development is of importance in this connection. 
We will attempt to see its nature through the def1n1w 
2 
• 
• . . 
tiona and explanations that scholars have given us. 
2. It is essential that a general idea of educational 
objectives be presented • 
These objectives are to be found in the program 
of the secular high schools; they are the aims before 
the teacher as certain sections of material are pre~ 
sented; they are the concepts to be built into the 
pupils' minds through the contact with subject matter. 
Likewise, there must be a place for constructive, ere-
ative objeetives as services and programs of worship 
material are presented. To avoid being absolutely 
dangerous to future religious impressions and ideals, 
the leader of young people must know what should be 
built in the minds of these age groups. 
3. The third part of our purpose will be to present a 
set of such objectives which may be in the mind of the 
leader as he prepares and uses material. 
There is to be no suggested program or curricu• 
3 
lum of worship for this would be entirely too limited 
and narrow in its application and use. We aim here 
toward a statement of the ends toward which the worship 
process must strive. We aim to find what it is that 
we must guide young people to seek in their religious 
experience and formulation of ideals. We pass then to 
an attempt at definition and explanation of the 
nature of worship. 
4 
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CHAPTER ONE 
THE NATURE OF WORSHIP 
• 
• 
• 
THE NATURE OF WORSHIP. 
The objects of Man's worship have known no 
limit. The range has been from the subterranean • metals, 
caves, and lava; to the earthly • stones, trees, animals, 
hills; on to the heavenly ~ stars, moon, sun, rainbow, wind, 
and the sky. Then, besides these physical objects, worship 
has in~luded man himself, visionary ghosts and imaginings, 
and, in part, at least, the spirit of all these things. And 
yet, this is the strange thing about it all. In a great 
missionary hymn we have sung, 11 The heathen in his blindness 
bows down to wood and stone." Psychological investigation 
has revealed this as a mistaken notion on our part for all 
of the heathen's bowing has been rather to that force the 
presence of which he has been able to realize behind these 
phenomena. It is through the stages of the change of this 
attitude to a clearer comprehension of its meaning that we 
desire to go in a study of the origin and development of 
religion and worship. 
In a broad sense, worship means the conscious 
establishment of relationships with the Divine Power. It is 
inseparable from the rise and progress of 
ORIGIN OF 
WORSHIP religion. "The problem of the origin of wor-
1 
ship is the problem of the origin of religion. tt Our only key 
-
to the religious thinking of the primitive mind (if we are 
1. Strickland, Psychology of Religious Experience, p.l80 
6 
• 
• 
7 
to credit them even with that capacity) is found in the acts 
which were performed. They evidently ~ the things they 
believed and it is in these performances of ceremonial and 
worship that religion is revealed. It is necessary that 
we ask, What are the causes and processes of the change from 
the primordial state where consciousness was animal-like to 
the present highly developed religious consciousness1 We 
will consider several theories of religious origin which have 
been suggested~ 
The most frequent explanation of the origin 
of religion in the past has been through the presence of a 
THEORIES OF 
ORIGIN AND 
BEGINNINGS 
OF RELIGION 
religious instinct which marked off man from 
the animal. Upon this basis of origin theor-
ies were built concerning the later developments 
and ramifications of this instinct which gave rise to the 
varied practices and ceremonials conducted under the name 
of religion. The religious instinct is placed on a l evel 
with the food and sex instincts~nd made responsible f or the 
growth of a third set of institutions. The argument is pre• 
sented thus. Investigations have failed to show any tribes 
or people who are absolutely without some form of wors~ip 
and religion. The fact becomes universal and essential; 
the belief in a soul and the capacity for spiritual underw 
~tanding and relationship becomes a part of human nature. 
• 
This forme the basis for the belief that religion is the 
outgrowth of man's religious instinct. 
However, in recent times, there are many 
scholars who doubt the validity of the presence of any in• 
etinctive religious bent as the groundwork for religious de• 
velopment. Their burden of proof lies in their statement 
that a child has no religious tendencies or impressions by 
nature. Ames is an outstanding exponent of this. His state• 
ment is: 
"It is therefore still less defensible 
to think of the infant as possessing 
a soul. He is an active, sensitive, 
growing organism on the way to become 
human, to be a person and to grow a 
soul or character. As an infant, he is 
therefore non•religious 11 • 1 
Regardless of any contrary views, the supposition of a re-
ligious instinct stands a·e one theory of the rise of man's 
manifestation of a search for a Power. Those, accepting this 
theory, find in it the simplest and readiest explanation 
for the development of religion. 
A second explanation of the origin is in the 
theory of Animism • . It is the "animus" or that alive part 
of the object, animal, or material, which appeals to the 
2 
savage. The theorist suggests that in this life and activ• 
ity, the primitive mind recognizes a duplication of the 
s12irit within himself. From the original meaning of the 
1. Ames, ~sychology of Religious Experience, p.l98 
2. Hopkins, Origin and Evolu1l!on of Religion, p.3 
8 
Latin, the theory is sometimes called Spiritism. There is 
a shade of difference but one imperceptibly shades off into 
the other. The recognition of the presence of the spirit 
first calls forth the development of religion. The world 
becomes filled with the objects possessed of this spirit. 
The advocates of this theory see the gradual transition to 
the belief in the primitive mind that there may be spirit 
freed from body; this may arise from the fact that the per• 
son dreams when asleep and becomes convinced that hie spirit 
has actually done those things dreamed or. Naturally, other 
men and animals are endowed with this_ power. Likewise, 
dreams _ cause the dead to be possessed of this power of conw 
tinuation of the spirit. The recognition of the realm of 
spirit began religious development, according to Animism. 
1 
A third theory is that of the German schol• 
are, led by Max MH1ler and is called Naturalism. As in the 
other theory, spirit was the keyword) here it is power. 
The savage feared and reverenced that in which he discerned 
power. Power, as an abstract, ~ad no meaning for the prim~ 
itive savage but it was comprehensible as it was seen in a 
concrete, definite embodiment. Certain parts of nature 
possess this attribute, power w the waterfall, a thunder~ 
storm, tide, a great tree, fire. The recognition was a new 
factor in the primitive mind; "an act of selection by which 
the subject, who is conscious of need, relates himself to 
1. Hopkins, Origin §rrd Evolution of Religion, p.4 
9 
• 
• 
the object, which has power to satisfy the need,is the 
.1 
essential step that brings religion into being." Likewise, 
this capacity of power is discerned in and attributed to 
certain human beings; kings and chiefs and all those capable 
of some able performance become the objects of worship. 
MHller's theory is that the impression expands and the sky 
is thought of as inhabited by kings and powerful beings; thus 
gods come into being. 
2 
Collectivism is the term which Hopkins has 
applied to another theory of religious origins. This is the 
theory of Durkheim and his followers among the French soci• 
ologists. Emphasis is placed on the totem, which is the sym• 
bol of the particular social group and the force or power 
which has become the god of that social unit. Durkheim 
claims that since the sign of the society and the god is 
identical that god and society are one and the same thing. 
The performance of the ceremonial and ritual is a social act 
for it depends upon the cooperative working together of the 
unit. There is no que stion, thus, as to how these social acts 
become religious for the very fact that they are social 
causes them likewise to 'b e religious. In explanation of this 
theory Strickland says: 
"The answer is that these social acts 
do not become religious, they ~ 
religious, for _the social and the re-
ligious are one and the same thing. 11 3 
l.Galloway, Principles of Religious DevelO£~ent, p.46 
2.Hopkins, Origin and Evolution of Religiog, p.5 
3.Strickland, Ps;ychology of Religious Experience,p.l83 
10 
• 
Religious rites and performances become activity on the 
part of the social mind and Durkheim's theory of the social 
mind is that it actually has an existence in itself which 
is independent of its individual manifestations. Such a 
theory, inevitably, igpores the individual's relationship 
with God and sees this social mind as being identical with 
God. 
A very similar phase of Collectivism is adw 
vocated by Ames' explanation of the rise of religion in 
which he sees religion and all other activities merely as 
11 irradiations 11 of the food and sex instincts. 
11 Food and sex are the great interests 
of the individual and of society - ~ 
---- the'ground patterns' of man's 
life are determined by these two ele~ 
mental forces. 11 1 
Religious conditions and activities are modified entirely 
by the social environment in which the individual finds 
himself because of these two primary interests. 
These are the outstanding theories of the 
origin of worship and religion. Our purpose does not make 
necessary an appraisal or acceptance of any one of these 
but merely a presentation. The advocate of each traces 
through religious development according to his particular 
one and finds in Judaism or Christianity justifiable out~ 
growths of the same. During primordial times and primitive 
progress, worship centered around certain objects and 
l.Ames, Psychology of Religious Experience, p.33 
11 
materials and we turn now to consider these centers. 
These objects, around which religious ob-
servances and services, centered, are of importance in this 
discussion because they are revelations of 
PRIMITIVE OB.-
JECTS AND CEN• the dawnings in religious consciousness and 
TERS OF WORSHIP 
worship. Man has never followed any defin-
itely ascending scale in his centers of worshiping for the 
half-civilized races will be found devoted to symbols which 
have been over-reached by the primitive tribe. However, the 
relationship with these powers and deities is the revealing 
factor. One of the oldest and the most common is stone• 
12 
worship which may regard the stone only as such, or a s a fetish, 
or totem, idol or a symbol. In some instances, the stone is 
regarded as being alive and possessed of volition and power. 
Rocks of curious and wondrous shapes or those standing sol• 
itary and i ·solated were rather inevitably selected as objects 
of religious ceremonial. From those of peculiar shapes the 
idea of images and idols in human and animal form may have 
come quite readily. 
The cult of trees is one of the oldest and 
also most widespread. 
"It appeals to the savage who fears 
-the forest; to the barbarian who 
sees in the tree the spirit of pro~ 
ductivity; and to civilized man, to 
whom the tree is emblematic of div~ 
ini ty. '' 1 
1. Hopkins, Orie-J:.!L§!:!9:_:mY.Q!'lt.1oi}_Qf._E~lig!_on, p. 22 
·-
Later, plants and grains were deified. The forest and the 
jungle as a whole were probably first regarded as supernatur• 
al objects because of the dread and the fear that the noises 
and darkness inspired. It was quite easily concluded that 
the spirits of these places were active and the Spiritism 
tendency resulted in personification. Remnants of this 
respects and reverence are found in our modern customs -
in May-Day celebrations, the Christmas tree and like ob'"' 
servances. A poet has said,uThe trees were God's first 
temples, 11 and, aside from the wonder at the majesty of 
trees there may be a trace of the rememberings of primordial 
and early worship. 
Another series of cults and rites has cenw 
tared about animal worship. Early man was conscious of a 
kinship with the animals and his close association with them 
brought recognition of their intelligence and power. There 
is a certain mystery in their very difference which awakened 
a religious respec.t • Totemism has its source in animal;.;. 
worship. The totem or sacred symbol of the tribe or clan 
most frequently was the animal used as food supply by the 
people. Its ability as a life giver caused it to be made tae 
totem or object of the clan-cult. Certain symbolisms have 
carried over into the present from these ancient practices; 
for instance, through most of the ancient religions, the 
lama was the animal of sacrifice and so came to be used in 
13 
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Christianity as the symbolic name applied to Christ. 
The power and phenomena of the elements be• 
ce,rn.e another fountain ... head for magic and ritualistic prac ... 
tiees. The most especial significance was attached to the 
uses of water and the savage mind pictured in it the accom• 
plishment of an inner cleansing and the renewal of physical 
strength and vitality. The animistic mind pictured spirits 
in the streams and rivers and caused riverw and sea-deities 
to be created. The wind and air were associat ed with the 
violence and terror of the storm. The great storms were 
themselves personified and became divine objects. The voice 
of the god was always heard in the terrifying thunder. The 
fire•god was early worshiped and later religions associated 
heat and love and general prosperity with fire. The Roman 
religion gives a striking instance of this in that one of the 
duties of the Vestal virgins was to keep the fire of the tem• 
ple burning steadily; the extinction of the blaze was the o-
men of certain destruction to Rome. 
The early religions of Persia, Egypt, and 
India give evidence of the significance of sun-worship. The 
most common symbolism associated with the sun-god was that 
of creator and preserver. The evidence of glory and majesty 
made a rath er early association of the sun with kings and 
rulers. The sun was recognized as the eenter of the planetary 
14 
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universe and the embodiment of supremacy. Likewise, this 
impression gained weight as the sun was associated with the 
regularity of seasons and darkness and light. His power or 
control in the laws ef the natural world was apparent. 
The fact that worship arose from the c·on ... 
sciousness of a superior power over the worshiper caused the 
savage in time to center some of his ceremonies about his 
fellow men and his ancestors. The explanation lies in this 
fact; 
''All extraordinary creatures are 
mysterious, and what is mysteri-
ous is to be feared, and what is 
feared is either shunned or honored 
or worshiped." 1 
Physical peculiarities and the possession by 11 spirits" were 
early causes of this respect. The tribal chief and king was 
regarded as one of unusual powers and so he was assoc i ated 
with the deities. In time, all rulers traced their lineage 
to a divinity for the prestige and reverence among their 
subjects. Witness to this is the survival of the divine 
rights theory in monarchies. Ancestor.-worship can probably 
be most accurately accredited to the Animism of the savage 
mind. It appears to be the ~rit of the departed dead 
that was sought or dreaded according to the particular lo~ 
cality of the cult. At least a semblance of this practice 
is to be found in all ancient religious customs; it was 
culminated in the elaborate ritual of the Chinese cult 
1. Hopkins, Origin and Evolution of Religion, p.67 
15 
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and preserved there for the longest time. 
This discussion of the theories of origins 
and primitive centers of worship should serve the furtheraune 
CONCLUSIONS 
TO BE DRAWN 
of one idea w to increase our certitude that 
worship has ever been the seeking after and 
communion with the Divine. It was suggested at the beginning 
that the center of attention has been upon the power behind 
these phenomena. The human mind first became conscious of 
power and spirit and than there began a search for the source 
of these. These deities and divinities have been enlarged 
in human thinking to explain new discoveries and elements 
of life, or, perhaps new divinities were created as new 
phases of life were revealed. In either case, the religion 
developed from its local nature and became the religion of 
a nation and the gods became the gods of a nation as Mars, 
Jupiter, and Osiris. We see the development of worship as 
the increase of intelligence and consciousness is marked. 
We see it as the consciousness of a relation between an 
individual and a Power possessed of personality which is 
the First Cause of the phenomena visible and real. 
Since the burden of our discussion is deal-
ing with the immediate applications of worship, after this 
psychological analysis of its origin we must 
REASONS FOR 
CONTI NUAT I ON 
OF WORSHIP 
find answer for the question of why lt con-
tinued. The remainder of this chapter will 
16 
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answer the question in detail but it might be well here to 
suggest some causes. The first answer coming from psych-
ology is habit. The racial and social heritage has trans.-. 
mitted to the individual a weight of tradition and custom 
favoring its continuation. Man tends to cling to religious 
customs more tenaciously than to any other ancestral bond. 
Training, likewise, has made these practices permanent in 
the stream of consciousness and no other set of ideas or 
desires has been permitted to develop. 
A sense of duty and of obligation has been 
a potent element in its continuation also. The genius of 
such a mental set may be found in several primordial underw 
standings of the deity. In all instances, the Divine has of 
17 
a certainty been felt to be a determining factor in the 
prosperity or destruction of the individual. The core of 
fetishism and sacrifice was the attempt to avert the male-
volence and court the pleasure of the gods. For his own well~ 
being, the individual must worship. The withholding of food, 
especially was the dreaded penalty of disobedience or offence. 
Or, the sense of obligation might come in a more highly develop~ 
Gd society from the necessity of conformity. The social mind 
comes to be of sensient i mpact on the individual's cycle of 
desires and interest s . 
A higher cause is to be found in the recogni-
tion of real values in worship. Worship loses its meaning 
·-
• 
and no longer can be communion with the Most High unless 
very illuminating and clear values result. The values of 
worship will be discussed more fully at the close of this 
chapter. 
What is worship? ~ this is the inevitable 
question for which an answer must be attempted to make pos-
sible progress in our discussion. We see it as an intangib~ 
something which almost escapes the entanglements of defin~ 
ition and yet there are certain rather definite points of 
which we are certain. There is a worship process by which 
we -combine the elements or tools of worship 
GENERAL CHARAC .... 
TERIZATIONS OF into various patterns and formulae with the 
WORSHIP 
desire that ultimately a certain result may 
be obtained. That result or end is worship. There is a 
statement from St.Augustine that helps us to see this. He 
has said, 
11 0 God, thou hast made us for thyself, 
and our hearts are restless until they 
find rest in thee." 
The restless period of searching after is the worship pro-
cess but the ultimate satl.sfying rest is worship. 'rhe 1m-
plication is not at all that the rest is a folding of hands 
and a ceasing from labors; the rest may be indeed a long• 
sought freedom from inertia which stirs to life capacities 
of the personality. 
In a certain conversation of Jesus' he gave 
18 
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hie characterization of worship. He talked of it with a 
woman of hie time; worship • the establishment of relation-
ship with God - was the groundwork of hie message and he 
believed that the human mind could apprehend such spiritual 
truth. The account of this event is found in John 4:20f and 
Jesus' characteristics of. worship may be readily noted~ 
1. Worship is a matter of intelligence. 
Jesus stressed knowledge. 11Ye worship that 
which ye know not: we worship that which we know. 11 
There is a necessity for sound educational object-
ives in a service or program of worship that it may 
be based on intellectual activity. 
2. Worship is a spiritual act. 
- - .... "the true worshipers shall worship the 
Father in spirit and truth: for such doth the Father 
seek"- There is here the ref lection of a 
great spiritual relationship w a relationship which 
is filial and is mutual as well for in the Fat her's 
seeking, the activity becomes real on both par te. 
3. There is an obligation to grasp the spiritual ex~ 
perience. 
"They that worship Him must worship in spirit 
and truth". The inference is that anything which is 
brought below this level ceases to be worship and 
fails of its establishment of understanding and of 
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knowledge. 
4. Jesus gave himself as the underlying principle for 
the way of worship • 
"I that speak unto thee, am he." 
Likewise, the root formation of the English 
word is somewhat indicative of its meaning. The word is 
11worth ... ship 11 and thus worship becomes the recognition of the 
worth-ship of God. Such a definition aids somewhat, only it 
presents the idea of worship as a more or less passive attitude 
in which the concern rests on the attributes of God. The aim 
will be to show later that the attitude must be completed 
in some form of active expression based on the vision seen. 
Worship does mean that we recognize the worthwship of God and 
that we express such realization in later attitudes or activ• 
ities. There is the realization, likewise, of a relationship 
and a recognition of such relationship in an attitude of filial 
reverence. 
Men who have studied worship and its nature 
seem to hesitate to give formal definitions but a very excell~ 
ant summary of its meaning can come through some of the state~ 
mente found in their meditations comcerning it. Dean Sperry, 
in hie book Reality in Worship, has given one of the most 
stimulating expositi ons of the whole nature of worship that 
the writer has found. In one place this very informal defin~ 
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ition is given, "Worship is being what we are at our beet 
1 
in the most straightforward way possible". The whole em'"' 
phasis is on making the elements of worship intelligible 
and in conformity with the real experiences of life. Only 
that which has reality and meaning should have any place in 
·the worship process. 
Another conclusion which has been made is 
this, 11Worship is an inner posture of the individual, his 
2 
attitude toward God. 11 To Dr.Brightman it is not all of 
life nor even all of religion; there is a relation between 
the whole and worship,and the dynamic of its influence is 
apparent in daily play and work but these are not a part of 
worship. Hocking sees, also, this relationship between 
worship and all else but his conclusion is rather that vror-
ship is the whole and these other things are parts. His 
statement is this: 
"Pleasure, recreation, friendship, 
the companionship of men and women, 
beauty - all these recall the out~ 
goings of ambition and moral effort, 
and reunite a man with his natural 
appreciation. Something in common 
these all have with the quest of the 
mystic. And worship is the whole 
which includes the~ all. - - - - And 
whatever recovers tlie ' wort~ of living 
. by recovering the natural vigor of the 
whole idea is worship, or a part of 
worship." 3 
So, here, worship becomes all that is a means of recovering 
life's values. 
1. Sperry, Reality in Worshi2, p.222 
2. Brightman, Religious Values, p.l!7 
3. Hocking, The .Meaning of God in Human Experience, p.418.-419 
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Worship is, also, viewed as the ultimate 
fulfillment or completion of the rest of life. "Worship 
1 
fulfills what play, art, and love attempt. n There is a void 
in human nature left unrealized and unfathomed by these things 
and worship is plainly that experience which serves to give 
mea.ning and color and energy for other activities and exper.:. 
iences. "In the pain of spiritual fatigue, it (the need of 
worship) is the impulse for spiritual self-preservation; and 
renews the worth of life as we see it, by reminding us of our 
2 
ultimate Good." 
In a recent class discussion, this. somewhat 
formal definition was formulated and agreed upon, "Worship 
is that activity which attempts to life the attitude of the 
individual toward the Supreme Being into the position of 
center of attention. n The stress is upon that lWhich we have 
aimed to point out - an appreciation of the relationship be• 
tween God and man. And, it does not stop with worship as 
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only an attitude but implies an intellectual activity. Through• 
out these expla!lations w·e cannot fail to note that the idea 
of God and His place and relationship is the point of per-
spective. 
If our worship processes and services are to 
result in the creation of this which we have called worship 
and have attempted to expla~n above, there 
PATTERNS OF 
WORSHIP PROCESS must inevitably be some technique and designs 
1. Cabot, What Men Live B~, p.274 
2. Ibid. p.322 
• 
• 
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for these tools used in the activity. We turn now to a con~ 
sideration of what may best be called patterns for the wor-
ship process. A word of caution may be well lest we confine 
our concept of patterms to the narrowest meaning of the word. 
The discussion will show that it is hardly a mechanistic oper• 
a.tion by which certain results are guaranteed. 
Von Ogden Vogt, in a recent lecture which whe 
writer heard, and in his book Art and Religion, has given 
very clearly his pattern or design for worship. In the lec-
ture these steps. were given. 
1. A declaration of divinity. 
This is given by some presentative or declar• 
ative material which brings God into the center of 
consciousness of the individual. 
2. That which calls forth contrition, humiliation, 
anger, or rebellion. 
The individual, himself, is made to feel 
smaller. Dr.Vogt's words were, "Worship begins when 
something or other bigger than I am really reaches me." 
This should be accomplished for the individual in the 
first step. 
3. That which arouses ambition and the expansion of 
the individual's powers. 
4. Introducti!on ·_,of mental content into this exercise. 
Thought must be brought into and made to work 
• 
• 
on the mental structure of the individual so that 
the process of re-arrangement of wants and desires 
is begun • 
5. Result - the mood of creativity, reconsecration, 
dedication. 
The activities and duties of one's daily life 
are . brought in at this culmination of one's exper• 
ience. 
nThat ordinary life from which you have 
come and to which you must soon return 
breaks in upon your mystic hour. You 
see itas from the heights. Faiths and 
hopes are given new life. Old things 
pass away, all things are become new." 1 
The other pattern of worship -is very similar 
to the one described above; it is set forth by Dean Sperry. 
To the writer's mind, it states most clearly and concisely 
the whole technique of the worship process and points the 
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way most clearly to the needed educational objectives. In 
this there are but three steps but in these, it s eems that all 
is included which Dr.Vogt suggested. The above pattern was 
explained that it might be clearly proven that this concept 
of the t eohnique of worship around which we are to build our 
objectives had added weight through its acceptance by more 
than one scholar of the problem, 
The~e are the general steps in the accepted 
pattern. 
1. Vogt, Art and Religion, p.l47 
• 
• 
1. Thesis - the statement of an idea or attribute of 
God. 
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In this is a direct call of the mind's atten-
tion to a God-centered experience • . The focus of 
attention is upon one specific quality of God's 
nature. It will be a re-emphasis on the concept or 
idea of the Divine which is already within the mind 
of the individual. If worship is to possess reality, 
it cannot grow from totally new and unexperienced 
situations and facts. The idea of God already in 
the person's experience must be the base-work. 
2. Antithesis - statement of contrasting human qualities. 
This does not include ~neral confession but 
a specific acknowledgement - of that in the personal 
nature which stands in contrast to the particular 
idea of God which has been placed in perspective in 
the first part of the pattern. The idea then may have 
been the strength of God, the antithesis wou l d be the 
individual's weakness; or the thesis, the stability 
of God; the antithesis, the individual's vacillations 
and disloyalties; the thesis, the beauty of God; 
the antithesis, the unloveliness and disorder of human 
lives. Thus, the sense of sin does not remain deep 
and vague but it becomes definite with incisive 
keenness. The outgrowth of such an experience will 
• 
• 
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be humility before the idea of the Divine One. 
3. Synthesis " rededication and consecration. 
In the mind there has been created a positive, 
constructive concept of God through the period of 
spiritual experience and religious thinking in the 
individual's past. A special phase of this concept 
has been made the point of attentive interest. In 
contrast to this the individual has seen his own 
negative attributes and in this contrast there has 
been a synchronous realization of the variabilities 
of the human character and the constancy of this 
Divine Power. The individual sees in this the pose-
ibility of rediscovering a source of strength and 
power . The individual brings all of his nature and 
character before the steady, clear Light. The tools 
of worship here touch two levels of life and will 
leave the soul in the secret place of the Most High 
hearing, "the still small voice of calm;" but such 
a calm as is indicative of unfathomed resources and 
untried power. 
In summary of the pattern, 
"There is the approach to God, Christ, 
- eternal life, goodne s s, beauty, truth. 
There is our own weak humanity, a thing 
of sin, ignorance, brevity, da rkness and 
uncertainty. There is that which. b ide us 
take heart again, the grace of God, life 
of Jesus, the witness of the Spirit, the 
• 
communion of saints, and >ve are 
set once more in the presence of 
our object, reassured, more deeply 
confirmed in our initial aspira-
tion." 1 
Both Vogt and Sperry make reference to the 
worship experience of Isaiah in confirming the validity of 
t lle pattern. 
Thesis: "I saw the Lord, high and lifted up." 
Antithesis: "Woe is me~ 
. clean lips." 
- - - - a man of un-
Synthesis: "A live coal -
altar. 
"Here am I; 
from off the 
send me.u 
"Vision, Humility, Vitality, Illumination, Enlistment -
2 
these constitute the experience of worship." 
The import and significance of this simple 
pattern is apparent as we find it evident in such a religious 
experience as this. Similarly, numerous other portions of 
the Bible,through which we hope to find God, and hymns can 
be analyzed and found to be harmonious in their formation 
with this idea. The pattern is not an arbitrary arrangement 
either for our convenience here or for literary structure; 
it is a translation into literary form of the actual, spirit~ 
ual experiences of life in which one's idea of God is the 
point of departure. 
11 0ne must suppos e that the reliable 
.logic and sequence of religious ex~ 
per1ence, as it rises to the level of 
the love of God,determines the pattern 
1nev1 tably." 3 
1. Sperry, Reality in WGrshi~, p.293 
2. Vog~, Art and .Rel1gion, p.151 
3. Sperry, Reality l!!_Worship, p.283 
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If worship is to have permancy and continuation, 
there must be great values to be realized by the individual. 
In our modern period, we are discussing creativity and the 
possession of that attribute gives an ob• 
GOALS AND VAL-
UES OF WORSHIP. ject, or institution, or experience, value. 
We turn, then, to determine what th!ngs worship c·an create, 
or its values. 
As the first of these, perspective may be 
considered; this is the term which Dr.Brightman uses in 
PERSPECTIVE 
his discussion. It might, likewise, be 
spoken of as viewpoint. To detach one's 
self from his immediate environs and to attempt an unbiased 
appraisal of daily contacts is very nea~ly impossible for 
the individual to accomplish frequently. In worship the 
in~ividual establishes this relationship with a Power which 
is infinitely above the normal and natural. Such an under-
standing brings the human mind to see life whole and with 
new meanings because it has seen it through the eyes of God. 
God becomes the only element sought for and in the attainment 
of that secret place of the Most High, the individual sees all 
else in the light of a fellowship with Him. 
In the pattern of worship a second value was 
suggested. - an ideal. The individual, in the light of his 
AN IDEAL 
own inconsistencies with his concept of 
God had a glimpse of what it might attain 
• 
toward, at least. That level at which he resolved to attain 
became his ideal. The level was determined by his understandM 
ing of God and his relationship with God through worship. The 
The worshiper sees God as the Supreme Value and sees in his 
own life a lacking of these attributes of value. Human 
creativity begins the upward progress of placing in human 
life that which shall make it more nearly approach the Divine. 
The constant vision of the ideal found in God makes the ideal 
for life more clearly tangible and reachable. Such a value 
surely must be conserved in our objectives for the young 
people who are being led in worshiping. 
The third value that stands forth clearly 
is the power of creativity. The ultimate expression of per• 
POWER OF CRE~ 
ATIVITY. 
sonality is creativity. In the pattern, this 
was implied in the synthesis in which man 
makes an absolute dedication and the visionary ideal becomes 
transcribed into conduct and living. The re-dedication is 
indicative of the realization of activity to be performed ~ 
that which demands a dynamic doing on man's part. 
This power of creativity in human lives is 
a unique and distinct characteristic. All living matter creates 
in one sense of the concept and yet the creativity of a tree 
and of a man are distinct categories. The tree's power may 
give the mental picture of a red-wood tree of California 
which science acclaims as the oldest living material. Its 
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creation began centuries ago and the constancy of its increase 
and growth is apparent. Regardless of the span of time a tree's 
life covers , the creativity of a Beethoven, a Raphael, a 
Plato, will endure to greater limits. It is this - power of 
the latter creativity, the worshiper can grasp because of his 
communion with a creating God. 
In personal relationship the values end there 
but there are certain social attitudes which are precipitates 
of the individual's and God's understand• 
SOCIAL ATTITUDES 
ing. The first is humility. In the anti-
thesis of the worship pattern, humility is suggested as the 
increment; not abject misery which weakens all human faculties 
but a recognition of one's rightful place in the social order. 
In his essay ~n worship, Emerson gives this illustration which 
will serve to explain humility and, likewise, show its essen• 
tiality both as an attitude of worship and of sociality. 
There was a wise, devout man who was called, 
in the Catholic Church, St. Philip Neri, concerning whom 
many stories of hie discernment and benevolence were told at 
Rome. Among the nuns in a convent not far from Rome, one had 
appeared who seemingly possessed rare gifts of prophecy; the 
abbess recounted this power of her novice to the Pope. He wss 
uncertain as to the beet action and eo consulted Philip one 
day as he was coming in from a journey. Philip agreed to 
visit the nun and to investigate these claims of inspiration. 
• 
• 
Still worn from his preceding journey, he hastened through 
mud and mire to the convent; he advised the abbess of the 
wishes of the Pope and asked audience with the nun. As soon 
as she came in, Philip extended his boots, bespattered with 
mud, and asked her to remove them. The reaction from the nun 
was an immediate refusal of the task. Philip returned in-
stantly to the Pope, "Give yourself no uneasiness, Holy 
Father, any longer: here is no miracle, for there is no 
humility." 
The second social attitude which worship will 
create is love. "The experience of finding God is also a re-
1 
discovery of every other human soul". True thoughts which 
find their center in God will assuredly include all men. 
Worship is permanent for the individual and for society be• 
cause, through its visionary perspective, all relationships 
become more placable and divine • 
1. Brightman, Religious Values, p.222 
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CHAPTER TWO 
EVENTUAL AIMS OF WORSHIPING • 
• 
• 
EVENTUAL AIMS OF WORSHIP. 
It becomes our specific t ask in this chapter 
to show the educational involvements of worship since our 
subject implies an ostensible relating of the two. We must 
see that the degree of worship can be augmented even as know-
ledge can be. If the worship process is to suggest education• 
al objectives, we a r e thereby preeupp9sing it to be an ed~ 
ucational project. 
The whole pattern of worship which was pre-
sented rested down upon the fundamental concept of God which 
ESTABLISHMENT 
OF STATEMENT 
the worsh iper had reached. Thus, the degree 
of worship is conditioned by the mental con-
cept of the deity toward whom the worship attitude is extend-
ed. 
11 The conception of God is the 
.highest idea of which any human 
being is capable at the level of 
development which he has reached." 1 
It becomes our problem to prove that as the pressure of 
intellectual growth and civilization modify the pri mordial 
I MPORT OF THE 
STATEMENT FOR 
OUR SUBJECT 
and barba rian concepts of the Divine t hat the 
attainment of worship varies correspondingly. 
Relationship is sought with that Divine Being 
who is mentally conceived and the mental conception is the 
determinant of the thing sought. Our simplest means or proof 
will be through the accumulation of illustrations from relig• 
ious activities of the varying stages of savagery. 
1. Strickland, Psycholog~of Religious Ex~erien~. p.l77 
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Much of the religious ritualism in primitive 
ages centered about the practices of sacrifice. Man's think• 
PROGRESSIVE 
CONCEPTIONS 
OF GOD 
ing of God stands revealed through these rites. 
The food-offerings to the Manes are indica-
tive. It is the spiritistic mind which causes 
the ghosts or 11 spirits 11 of the dead to become deified and to 
be the recipients of regular meals of their accustomed food. 
There is no evidence that there was any particular symbolism 
of communion but the impression was that the deified dead 
retained their physical appetites and that the service of wor~ 
ship on the part of the descendants was to fulfill these needs 
in order that they might not in any way be molested. 
Similar practices are to be found in the Afri-
can sacrifices and in the Greek religion. The African savage 
made his offering either to the tutelary deity to increase 
his amiability or to propitiate the potentially malevolent 
ghost who might lurk for destruction and malice. The regular 
worship of the household gods was a simple offering of food; 
the same custom was used in a much more formal way as the 
state sacrifice and propitiation. In higher forms of relig• 
ions - as the concept of the Deity has changed and broadened-
modifications appear in the ceremonial of sacrifice. The 
idea of placation seems to stand, however, as the very high• 
ly developed religions appear. The interpretation placed 
upon the sacrifice must always be that it is a votive offering 
for expiation or an appeal for the continuation of benevo-
lence. In either case the causative element is the seeking 
of relationship with a deity of a corresponding character 
to whom such attempted atonement was acceptable. 
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Mythology reveals more very interesting insight 
into the impressions of the uncivilized mind. The parallelism 
between human and divine was not limited to physical appetites 
but the common characteristics of human nature were the attri-
butes of divinity, as well. Jealousy, rage, diplomacy, and 
deceit are all evidenced in the many illustrations which even 
Roman and Greek mythology suggest. The one story of J u piter 
and his indiscreet relationship with Io gives illustration 
of most of these intensely human features of divine life in 
which the Romans delighted themselves. The incident involves 
Jupiter's ungodlike attraction by the mortal, Io; Juno's 
jealousy, incensed fury, treacherous and cruel retaliation; 
Mercury's shrewd cunning and finally Jupiter's promise of 
faithfulness, forgotten soon in a very human way. Is it 
unusual at all that the forms of worshiping these divinities 
involve the licentiousness and materialism which they did? 
The human mind had to ascend only to a very slightly higher 
degree to be on commun ground of communication with these 
divine representations. 
The Norse and Greek religions were constructed 
on gods possessed of such limitations and imperfections as 
was the Roman. The primitive man saw his god only in terms 
of his primitive self and so his worship was so conditioned 
that there was no possibility of a deep spiritual resonance. 
Non-material experience was limited in proportion as the god 
was outlined and defined by human qualities. 
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Our thinking is so bound that it cannot 
transcend human experience even through imagination. The 
conception of the Divine is inevitably then in terms of the 
human; such conception is spoken of as anthropomorphism be-
cause of the retention of the human even in the thinking of 
the Divine. Since primitive experience remains on these low 
levels of the physical and material, primitive religions re-
flect the crudities of those phases of life. Anthropomorphism 
may evolve to much higher levels aE we find in civilized 
philosophies of religion for there the spiritual has been 
added to human experience and the human soul can realize 
vaguely at least the content of meaning as he says, 
"God is a spirit 11 , 
and as he struggles to find that secret place of understand~ 
ing through spiritual worship. 
Some of our best illustrative material may 
be found in the Old Testament where there is active both this 
low level of anthropomorphism and the conscious evolution 
toward a new conception of Jehovah. For instance, the Hebrew 
mind explained Pharaoh's obstinacy in permitting the Israel-
• 
1 
ltes' exodus because 11 Jehovah hardened Pharaoh's heart", and 
then continued to send the plagues. The inference is that the 
Hebrews fancied a keen delight in the administration of eonM 
tinued punishment. The very peculiar situation of Micaiah 
ben Imlah'e charge of the lying spirlt sent to entice the king 
to destruction is very striking evidence. Micaiah covered 
his own artifice with the fact that 11 Jehovah had put a lying 
spirit in the mouth of all these thy prophets, and Jehovah 
2 
hath spoken evil concerning thee.u The treachery on the 
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part of a man was transcribed to a motive on the part of Je~ 
hovah. One author calls attention to the fact that the Decalogue 
did forbid the construction of any images or representations 
of Jehovah. This is evidence of a higher thinking of the 
Divinity than had existed before. 
"While the early conception of 
_Jehovah pre~erved all that is 
valuable in the lower anthropo~ 
morphism, it paved the way for 
a worthier conception of the 
Divine Being. 11 3 
It is the growth of this "worthier conception" that interests 
us and its correlative metamorphosis of worship experience. 
The details of sacrifices and feasting for religious observ• 
ances filled the greater part of the Hebrew religious law and 
life. Through long historical crises, the Israelites had 
seen the contingency of the placation of Jehovah through 
exactness in such ritual. The flagrancy of disobedience 
1. Exodus 10:20 
2. I Kings 22:23 
3. Strickland, Founda tions of Christian Belief, p.l27 
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might be lessened by great sacrifice of burnt offerings. 
Then, the chrysalis of religious thinking 
burst open and gradually there emerged a glorified and unM 
worldly concept of ~ersonality which might inspire and breathe 
out new life. There was a higher anthropomorphism which 
"consists - - - ...... in conceiving Him in terms of ·- all that 
1 
is highest in the moral life of men." The thinkers of the 
Hebrews came to see God in this new illumination. The tasks 
of t h e prophets were to clarify such an interpretation. And 
we discover the new note in Micah, " 
''Will Jehovah be pleased with thousands 
of rams, or with ten thousands of riw 
vera of oil? - - - He hath showed thee. 
0 man, what is good; and what doth Je-
hovah require of thee, but to do justly, 
and to love lindness,and to walk humbly 
with thy God?" 2 . 
There was also Hosae's realization of God and love, and that 
His relation with Israel was modified by such a feeling. The 
conviction strikes home with us, then, that here was the capa-
city for communion and understanding, illimitable - that wor-
chi p had reached the spiritual. No longer was the vapor of 
incense or the sweet savor of burnt offering the bond of out-
reach between God and man. Spirit now reached out to spirit. 
Man's conception of God was a gradual evolution and as the 
ascription of limitations and human fallibilities was out-
grown by civilization, the level of worship transcended mater-
ialism and became "spirit unto spirit". 
1. Strickland, Foundations ofChristian_J2.el~, p.l28 
2. Micah 6:7a,8 • . 
We have purposed to prove above that worship 
is conditioned by the idea of God within the individual mind. 
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Then, it becomes well for us to see what deter-
DETERMINANTS 
OF THE VARIA- minants of these variations of the concept of 
TION OF THE 
CONCEPT. the Divine Power can be identified in human 
experience. There seem to be three outstanding factors that 
have this potency of shaping the concept. Quite natura.lly, 
one thinks of age first. All individuals' contacts with chil-
dren have revealed to them the type of ideas, religious and 
otherwise, which are characteristic. However, 1n most in~ 
stances, child's theology is colored by what he has been taught. 
His world of religious concepts consists of a perversion into 
his own simple language of these older teachings. 
Pratt suggests that if the thought of a child 
could be left entirely to itself, it might, in some cases at 
least, "be an independent source of theological 
AGE 
ideas - though hardly the basis of a true re~ 
1 
ligious faith." In this connection he recounts the very in ... 
teresting incident of a child whose parents attempted to bring 
him up with no religious instruction. There seemed to be an 
inherent demand within the boy's mind for the understanding 
of some first thing which should have started all else. When 
a child only seven or e~ght, he wondered persistently about the 
very first frogs and the first sand. When about fifteen, he 
attempted to frame his convictions regarding these matters 
1. Pratt, Psychology_Qf_Religious Belief, p.211 
• 
and it was clear that he had a belief in a power back of the 
physical universe. His non-religious but scientific environ-
ment had inclined him toward a need for such a power but he 
was unwilling to personify it. He admitted, "When I try to 
think of it, there looms u p before me a great beneficient, 
exalted kind of a man. " 
The use of childish reason alone might produtlfe 
some distinct religious thinking of its own that is similar 
to this. However, the translation of the material which he 
inescapably absorbs becomes tinged with the purely childish 
aspect for he must think of all he receives in his own way and 
he certainly organizes it all into his own conclusions. It is 
true that many of these organizations and con~lusions are 
startling when related to the adult mind. These concepts are 
absurdly grotesque in many cases that may be cited. 11 The man 
in the moon", "th e man with the big eye", "the face of the 
man with big ears, 11 "a man in a purple robe with a purple 
tam o'shanter", are the humorous and y et wholly pitiful con-
ceptions which h ave be en found concerning the physical nat~re 
of God. 
Similar accounts may be accumulated concerning 
the character and worth of God. Some recent teste, made by 
students r el ative to ideas of God, disclose the fact that the 
judge-impression is strongest. God is pictur.ed as a gigantic 
accountant whose time is solely consumed by the recording of 
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misdemeanors,especially. The child impression always seems to 
be that the Divine disapproval for disobedience or neglect of 
pray€r will strike immediately. One little boy was adm~nished 
that severe outcome would eventuate from the failure to repeat 
his nightly prayer. Upon trying it and incurring no:.~display of 
heavenly wrath he was caused to conclude cynically that it was 
a bluff and sham. This very attitude is indic ative of the 
failure of children to build the relationship with God because 
of their misinterpretations and misunderstandings. 
The point may well be taken here that these 
ideas of God are not natural but are due to adult distortions 
of the matter. This is granted but we must likewise remember 
that the misconceptions of the moral character of God are 
formulated from the child's own interpretation of the mater-
ial presented. There are heights and depths to be reached in 
the fahhoming of Divine nature totally outside the childish 
c apacity as teachers and parents can witness. These incapaci~ies, 
in this phase, likewise predicate unattainable levels in wor-
ship for the childish experience. That which the child is 
taught and learns about God must be paralleled in his own ex.-. 
perience for his own comprehension. His experience is avowed.-. 
ly limited; likewise his concept of God, and thus his level 
of worship. For illustration, there are certain limits in 
the understanding of justice beyond which the child has no 
tangible incident for explanatory material. He c an understand 
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something of God, as the Creator, but the fulness of it ie 
not revealed any more than it is to the majority of adults 
at present. Age, then, places the first cause for a variation 
in these God-concepts. 
The advance of civilization and the~evelopment 
of the intellect is the second determinant for these differences. 
CIVILIZATION 
AND INTELLECT 
In the discussion of the origin of worship 
and in examples of primitive religions cited, 
this variation has been suggested. It is well that we give 
more specific emphasis here. Civilization and developed in-
tellect have revolutionized all of the social heritage and 
knowledge of man. The outgrowth of childish impressions as 
suggested above for the individual, is just as applicable to 
race development. It was an accepted fact that the earth was 
flat and an adventurous scientist faced death or recantation 
of an opposite view. This childish fancy of the conformation 
of the earth was obliterated in the face of exploration and 
world commerce became a possibility . 
Fetishism thrived on the belief that disease 
came as the vengeance of a wrathful spirit and that its only 
cure was the sacrifice of the desired victim. The shades of 
this fancy vanished before the revelations of scientific in~ 
vestigation and medical knowledge. 
The equally uncivilized ideas of Old Testa~ 
ment times have been suggested. Jehovah appeared to Jacob 
• 
a s a driver of bargains; the exchange could be brought about 
of the necessities of life from Jehovah for a tenth of all the 
receiver might possess. Perhaps we are treading dangerous mires 
to suggest that our present time is representative of a high 
intellectual attainment in all of its ideas of God. For even 
in our time, physical phenomena are viewed as evoked by God's 
wrath for some evil. The savor of the same busjness transac-
tion theory still lingers somewhat in the expectation that 
abundant prosperity shou l d always follow upon the letter~obed­
ience to the law. We are advancing~ 
The statement appears that 11 the God of a former 
generation was an absentee God, sitting on the outside of the 
1 
universe, watching it go. 11 One was certain of God's presence 
only in the ease of the very unusual phenomena as a cyclone 
or an earthquake. The whole operation had been completed and 
set going and the mechani stic process repeated itself in a 
perpetual motion type of working so that the Divinity became 
a nonwessential when the universe was pronounced finished. The 
intelligent minds of our time scoff at such a conception that 
could fathom God elsewhere than in the midst of the activity 
of His universe and of His people. Our Fatherhood conception 
is certain that He is manifest in: 
11 
- - - - - - - the light of setting suns, 
And the round ocean and the living air, 
And the blue sky, and 1n t!le m.!,n;g_of _man." 
1. Tittle, What 'Must the Church Do to_"Q~_§.av~gi p.42 
-. 
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Intellectual progress has brought us to . see 
God within the universe and at work there. It has created 
a desire for an understanding of such a One and the pnocess 
of under s tanding there is wholly estranged from that of a 
4.4 
business transaction. We believe that we can find for - - -
"Closer is He than breathing~ 
nearer than hands and feet. 1 
We quote again - 11 The conception of God is 
the highest idea of which any human being is capable at the 
1 
level of development which he has reached." As man' e level 
of mental development ascended to more glorified perspectives 
he then would come to think of God in terms of the highest 
which he knew there. The higher type of anthropomorphism 
would be evidenced. Human personality with all of its dynamic 
and capacity of creativity is the pinnacle of civilization's 
understanding. And so the civilized intelligence of humanity Sffi 
God in terms of this personality - not as a defining limit 
but symbolic of the greater concept. "Granted that personal-
ity, as applied to God, is but a symbol, is it not the high-
1 
est, truest symbol we c Hn ever find?" Worship becomes then 
the seeking after this Great Personality and is cleared from 
its entanglements with the spirits of stone images and beasts • 
Worship is communion on this plane with God who is in the 
world and involved there with all of its d evelopments. He 
is a personal One to whom human personality is intelJigible 
• 
and a calm of communion is made possible through intellectual 
development. 
In the third place, a new understanding and 
idea of God may be the precipitate from spiritual experiences. 
SPIRITUAL 
EXPERIENCE 
This contemplation of these variances and,: 
possibilities of spirituality might take one 
into the discussion of mysticism and all of its philosophy 
and psychology. The great mystics of Christianity's history 
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have been few. The pathway to such an experience seems obscure 
as yet, but there are certainly possibilities of farther en-
trance into spiritual life that many have found. Many have 
never gone beyond the self-centered experience in prayer or 
worship; or, perhaps this selfhood is shattered at times and 
we see li.fe as a whole with the meaning interpreted in the 
light of what we understand as God. Perhaps, the material 
and earthy can never be laid aside as we seek the Most High; 
the material value of things keeps trailing into our spiritual 
see kimg s and findings. "Unless a man say in his heart, I and 
1 
God are alone in the world, he will nev er find peace." There-
in is the reflection of an outreach that ;found God, for, our 
interpretation of finding God is likewise to find a ~SI of 
relating one's self wi th all that is His. 
The "practice of the pre s enc e of God 11 makes 
possible an "inner posture of the soul" before God which is 
indicative of dedication and consecration. The idea of God 
1. Abbott Aloia, QUOted by Herman, Cr~~~~ve Prayer, p.65 
changes with all of Man' s advance, constantly coming clo-ser 
to a vision of the true and real God. This constant dis-
covery is making a new understanding - a spiritual act which 
posits an appreciation of the relationship. As we see God, 
so we worship. 
Our discussion is to eventuate into a set 
of objectives for the worship of young people. Since the 
manner of seeing God determines the level of 
VALID CONCEPTS 
OF GOD FOR worship, we must be concerned with the valid 
YOUNG PEOPLE 
conceptsof God which are to be in the minds 
of these young people. Here we will suggest only the very 
general ideas of God which should logically be embodied in 
t h eir i n telligent thinking of religious matters. 
The finest concept which has been built up 
from childhood is that of the "Fatherhood" relationship of 
-God. This has been intelligible to child 
FATHE!tt!OOD 
thinking and is the clearest and noblest 
conception to which he may attain~ The implications of the 
term, Father, widen as the individual's life becomes more 
interrelated with society and the universe. As the term 
gathers new meaning, new sources of understanding and commun• 
ion are made available. One writer speaks of this under~ 
standing of God -
11Without doubt the highest con-
- ception of God of which the human 
mind is capable is that which is 
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expressed by the first words of 
the Lord's prayer- 'Our Father'". 1 
It means then that we ere seeing God in this 
personal relationship and have come to the highest we know 
in seeing Him as personality with the same feelings which are 
found in the paternal relationship. 
11When we address God with the words 
- 'Our Father', if we have a realiza-
tion of their meaning,we affirm our 
faith that the Infinite One stands 
in the closest personal relationship 
to us in love and helpfulness." 2 
The dynamic of Divine companionship touches the .personal life 
of young people through worship with a Father. 
This conception of Fatherhood is,likewiee, 
pertinent for the world relationship in which young people 
become tremendously interested and involved. The adjustment 
is very often difficult from the selfwcentered child world to 
~n adolescent outlook in which other selves are r ecognized 
as identical entities with whom one must reckon and system-
atize existence. All of this is a vital problem in adolescent 
thinking, and, if religion is to function at all, it most cer• 
tainly must be in such vicissitudes of adolescent adjustment. 
The idea of God as Father and the power it carries for chaotic 
situations is the summit of adolescent religious conceptions • 
Then, there is a necessity for seeing God as 
the source of beauty. There is no age in all of life so keen-
ly appreciative of ~11 beauty in the universe as is youth. 
1. Strickland, Foundations of Christian Belief, p.l28 
2. Ibid, p.l28 
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Beauty seems to be the criterion for much of life; it becomes 
SOURCE OF 
BEAUTY 
an ideal as it is seen in nature, the arts, 
human lives, the order of the universe. 
In\this connection a . most interesting article 
appeared recently in Harper's Magazine. In the article, there 
was discussed this matter of ideals for young people to-day. 
Because of the author's contacts in one of our universities, 
she felt that she knew the need and desire quite completely. 
The suggestion was that Beauty be made the ideal of youth's 
living. It was maintained that there is a basicly aesthetic 
ideal which modifies conduct and choices in order that the 
result may be agreeable to the sight. Loveliness is a result 
that can be seen and ugliness is a beast in a 11 pattern of 
grace and charm 11 that may be the model for our lives. 
There is a spiritual potentiality in such 
a gospel of Beauty as life's ideal for it finds its fountain-
head in the One who created loveliness in life and used beauty 
as the background of His message. Youth is alert for such 
manifestations and to see God presented as the Source of such 
beauty makes desirable a contact with Him which is attained in 
the worshiping of that age. It should be evident that greater 
spiritual power ean 'be realized from One to whom youth responds 
in its craving for beauty than from the gruesome image of 
savagery or from the r elentless law enforcer and ruler. 
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Youth is a period of creativity and so God 
must be presented as the source of the power of creativity. 
SOURCE OF 
POWER OF 
CREATIVITY 
The meaning of the Creatorship can be realized 
better than in childhood, of course, for in 
this period the intellectual activities are 
tending toward the discovering of science and its revelation. 
The majesty of the Power underlying all of these disclosures 
will be stamped on the y0uthful mind. 
Individual lives that have exhibited such a 
power of building and creating will be appealing. The rela-
between 
tionship/such lives and the Source will make manifest the 
possibility of a communion that will give the power to realize 
these pulsating desires and ambitions. To do, to create, to 
discover, are the essential desires of youth and that which 
gives capacity for all of this is the concept that makes 
deep-rooted and ineradicable impress on the mind for all time. 
Then, God must be realized as the source of 
ideals and the ideal of perfect righteousness. An ideal, 
psychologically, does function in a life. 
IDEAL OF RIGHT'"' 
EOUSNESS The lives of the benefactors of the universe 
reveal the drive from an ideal in all of their conduct. There 
is a thirst for absolute righteousness in youth if the ideal 
has been suggested and kept at all clear before them. Conduct 
is of vital import to young people and that is sought which 
will most ably give direction. God as the ideal of righteous-
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ness can be comprehended and can . be vitalized in life. 
These are only general suggestions of the 
ideas of God which should logically be formulated in this 
period. The study of the characteristics to be made in the 
following chapter will be revealing in this matter, also. 
This task faces an educational leader - toosee these objectives 
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I MPLICATIONS 
FOR AN EDU.o. 
CATIONAL TASK 
clearly and then to use the tools of the worship 
process in order that these objectives may be 
realized. 
It is here we see the absolute need of such 
objectives if these concepts are to be precipitated from the 
constructive work in the process of worshiping. Such impress-
ions will be conditioned, inevitably, by the presentative 
material from childhood. The task is truly educational for it 
is continuous through all the periods of growth and development. 
The understanding of the true nature of worship, its develop-
ment and variations, modified by the God•concept, and the 
knowledge of the young people with whom the educational task 
is to be accomplished are the base-work for such realixation 
of the task of the impression construction. We proceed to 
a study of the nature of these young people. 
CHAPTER THREE 
A STUDY OF ADOLESCENT CHARACTERISTICS 
A STUDY OF ADOLESCENT CHARACTERISTICS. 
Psychological studies of child and adult 
life have been much more numerous than those of adolescent 
periods. Very recently the study of adolescent psychology 
has becQme popular. There is no monopoly on purely psycholog• 
ical approaches, either, for interest has resulted in accum• 
ulative materials of all phases. 
There are certain groups of materials con-
earning characteristics and nature that are indispensable as 
a background for an educational approach to 
THE I NTER-RELA ... 
TION OF LIFE any one phase of life. All of life in any 
AS A WHOLE 
age period is so inter-related that there can 
be no divorcing of the physical from the religious, or the 
social from the mental. Life is a whole, cQnsisting, r ather 
of four levels, than of four segments of a circle. A cross• 
cut of any event· reveals a fabrication of these four general 
types of activity. No one can be studied isolated from the 
others. All of the characteristics of adolescence have sig-
nificance for the objectives of worship.They all are aiding tn 
crystallizing certain opinions and ideals. Before attempt-
ing any final approach to such objectives we must assemble 
some accurate knowledge concerning the individuals involved. 
For the sake of a common basis of understand-
ing, it is well to define adolescence. The term includes 
those from twelve to twenty-four as we are using it here. 
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This is the most commonly accepted age identification. Some 
MEANING AND 
GROUPING OF 
ADOLESCENCE 
authorities have the limits vary a year or 
so at either extreme. This large grouping is 
divided into three subdivisions. They are 
early adolescence, including those twelve, . thirteen, and 
fourteen; middle adolescence, those fifteen, sixtee~,and seven~ 
teen; and later adolescence, those eighteen to twentyMfour. 
In instances where there are notable differ-
ences in the characteristics of the three groups these will 
be indicated. Our study of characteristics . will involve 
needs, possibilities and limitations with special things 
which give indication of the needed objectives in the field 
of worship. 
The moet~ apparent development of adolescent 
years is the physical change. The most accentuated change 
PHY.SICAL 
LIFE 
comes in early adolescence~ - twelve, t h irteen, 
and fourteen. A whole litera ture has been 
made accessible comprised of measurements, and statistics, 
and averages found for weight and height especially. The com-
EARLY ADOL-
ESCENCE. 
bine of material produces undisputable proof 
that the key~word for this period is growth. 
Height and weight increase, the bones grow longer and thicker 
and the skeleton becomes consolidated and knit together. 
Muscular development is important since i t 
determines the activities of the individual. The figures 
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show that at sixteen the muscles comprise 44.2% of the bodily 
weight. At no other period do they reach as high a proportion 
and they tend to lessen later. 
The vital organs show development. The heart 
increases in weight. The heart muscles increase in size and 
the fibers increase. This causes an increase in blood pressure 
which seems logically to be connected with the general develop-
ment of the period. The expansion of the thoracic cayity prow 
vides for the expansion of the lunge. The general enlarge~ent 
of the body is consistent and the efficient functioning of the 
lungs is indispensable to this.· There is a slight increase 
in the size of the brain which brings it to maximal size. 
There is a maturing of cells and fibers, and changes in the 
associational regions of the cortex. 
The biological changes of early adolescence 
are regarded as causative of many of these alterations. The 
most marked change is in the development and functioning of 
the sex organs. Some authorities would see in this the cause 
of all the other changes. Authorities differ as to whether the 
marked changes in growth come in the prepubescent or the 
postpubescent period. 
The physical needs of early adolescence are 
clearly those which will further a structural growth. Pri-
marily, they · are nourishing food, plenty of sleep, and an 
abundance of fresh air. There must also be plenty of physical 
• 
• 
exercise which is not too strenuous. There is a very real 
possibility of injury in this three year period from exceed-
ingly vigorous exercise. This outburst of growth bears rela-
tion to vitality and health. There waB a traditional fallacy 
that such growth and susceptibility to disease and physical 
weakness were parallel. Quite the reverse is true. For re-
cent studies show early adolescence to be colored by great 
vitality and abounding health. 
These phases of change have a direct appli-
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cability to other aspects of development. Since our main stress 
here is on the bearing of all of this to religious nature, we 
might note just briefly theories which are forwarded regard~ 
ing the kinship of the rise of religion and the evidence of 
sexual development. In speaking of this rise of religion~ Ames 
says, 11 This is directly associated with the fact that the most 
fundamental characteristic of adolescence is the maturing of 
1 
the sexual instinct. 11 Others see such attempted association 
as purely extraneous and imaginative. Ames is one of the 
staunchest advocates of the fact that synchronous development 
ordains logical connection. 
Suggestions were made as to the further in• 
fluence of the physical on the rest of life . The high degree 
of vitality will make certain a desire for activity and will 
guarantee a certain general amount of keenness and alacrity. 
The muscular develo pment will determine the physical activities 
• 
largely and the opportunity is grea tly changed from child-
hood because of this rapid increase. The structural changes 
in the brain are especially significant for mental life and 
will noted more in detail there. 
The physical characteri s tics of middle adol-
escence are not especially differentiated from those of early 
MIDDLE ADOL ... 
ESCENCE 
adolescence. The greater proportion of the 
g rowth has taken place in the first age per• 
iod but it continues to its completi~n here. The most out-
standing characteristic for the latte r g roup would be a gen-
eral coordination of this growth to the developing of a be~ 
ginning of physical poise and equilibrium. 
The physical need s for middle adolescence 
will be the elemental necessities as before - food, air, 
and sleep. There will be a n e ed here of more strenuou s 
exercise such as team games. The limitations from rapidity 
of g r owth of the organs will be sufficiently removed eo that 
rigorous exercise will be stimulated. 
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Later a~oleecence brings the completion of this 
knitting toe;eth e r and development of the structure. The in-
LATER ADOL.:O 
ESCENCE. 
dividual has :natured physically and very 
little change t akes place in weight and height. 
Since there is this completion, there is also the appearance 
of all the instincts. The need s take on jus t a little differ ... 
ent aspect and one is a careful guidance al ong sex thinking. 
There must also be the establishment of proper health habits 
since at this time they are formed to last. The physical 
characteristic here which has the most meaning for the rest 
of life is this development of the sex instinct especially 
which is determinant of social adjustment. 
The tremendous import of adolescent research 
is realized more fully as we study mental growth and possibil-
MENTAL LIFE 
ities • Both of these processes realize 
their .ultimate end in t he building of that 
particular equipment which shall be the '.individual's through-. 
out adult life. The early physical condition affects very 
vitally that of later years and yet there is a great oppor-. 
tunity for improvement. Much more certainly do the early 
mental states and processes condition the trend of later men-
tal variations and developments. It is this fact that gives 
the weight of value to the investigation of early mental sets 
and characteristics. 
Generally speaking, growth is the character-
izing word for adolescent mental life even as it was for the 
physical. The mind expands as the physical body does and 
brings new power and possibilities. Reference was made to 
the fact that while the increase of the size of the brain is 
only slight there is a physiological change in the association-
al area and the composition of the fibers which is potential 
for the mental transcendancy to a new set of experiences and 
powers. 
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The early adolescent is clearly possessed 
of a passion for knowledge. The boy and gtrl of junior high 
EARLY ADOL-
.ESCENCE 
school age w twelve, thirteen, and fourteen ~ 
is absolutely burning with a mental curiosity 
that takes him into all types of reading and inquiry. 11Li.-
braries report that boys and girls of this age take more 
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books and keep them for a shorter time than any other people." 
There is the beginning of a search for the how and why of 
things; that which has been quite readily accepted in child-
hood begins to be questioned. 
Whereas the child asked questions and was apw 
parently sa.tisfied by even a sketchy explanation, here there 
is a veritable~urrowing for the ·facts about a subject. It 
is evident that , 
"the adolescent can deal with more 
. elaborate and difficult concepts 
than the child. As his critical 
ability and capacity for indepen-
d ent thinking increases, there is 
a modicum of truth in the common 
notion that 'reason' is an adol-
escent, r a ther than a juvenile 
'faculty • 11 • 2 
The guarantee of a really grounden intellectuality in later 
life lies in this accumulation of vast stores of information, 
much of which is promiscuous and will be organized at a later 
time. 
The mental powers of early adolescence are 
increased over those of childhood. This is evidenced by the 
• 
increased ability in memorization of school work. The me mory 
of visual objects is observed to be greater than auditory 
symbols. This is traceable to the fact that there is more 
careful observation and conception of an understanding of the 
r elations of material. Memory becomes much more practical for 
there is the power of appropriate recall and association. 
Memory aids in the acquisition of the ability to think in 
terms of meanings because retention is made poss ible for the 
collections coming from the intellectual curiosity. 
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Tracey suggests t h at in early adolescence we 
may find the emotions developed more than in the later periods. 
He attributes a part of this to the unfolding of the sex func~ 
tions. Then, too, the broadening of the field of knowledge 
has revealed the deeper meanings of much of life. All of this 
makes a keen impression on the early adolescent mind. Because 
he is not rationalizing consistently, all of the new mental 
content makes an appeal to the feelings. These emotional 
experiences, intense and profound as they are, though spas-
modic may very directly r e late to religious life. 
The most excessive need of the mental life of 
early adolescence is information. Properly supervised read-
ing of books and magazines will satisfy his craving and open 
a new world. The opportunity for experimentation in hobbies 
and nev.r interests will afford much satisfa ction. The limit-
ations are rather apparent. The ability for evaluation and 
organization is lacking. The presentation of visual mater-
ials will be retained better than that of auditory. The emo-
tional tend ency may be too dominant. 
Middle adolescence reveals the attainment of 
the capability of the organizati on and cons-olidation of i d eas. 
MIDDLE ADOL-
ESCEHCE 
This vast panorama of visual images is shaped 
into a unity and form which become utilitar-
ian. The transition is demarcated by the relation· of phases 
of consciousness. The value of this is evident. Concepts 
are built; discrimination of values is made possible. A 
foundation of knowledge can be built for new discoveries and 
investigations. New concepts can be made because definitenefl!ls 
has been given to the former ones. 
Another characteristic is the development of 
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heightened sensibility. The sense perfeption is at its climax. 
There are fine discriminations, in sight, hearing, and smelling, 
taste, and touch. There is now an intelligent interpretation 
of these perceptions. This appreciation means a new response 
to the glory of sunsets and storms and all else in nature; 
the elusive charm of great music, poetry, and lit erature, and 
the inner meanings of spiritual experiences. 
11
'ro those of us who share Mr.Ealfour' s 
conviction of the essential spirit- -
uality of the world of beauty, the 
youth at such moments will appear as 
one who is not far from the Kingdom 
of God. 11 1 
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The world of Beauty has become a reality and the very mental 
structure makes more possible the realization of the conception 
of God as the Source of beauty as we suggested above. 
All periods of youthful life are f ound t o be 
characterized by t he play of imagination. It was true of early 
adolescence but during this age group of fifteen to eighteen, 
the i maginings have different substance. Imagination becomes 
constructive, purposeful, and creative. It begins to take 
form in projecting ideals and plans f or life, and inventions 
of certain types. It is now limited in its wild, fantastic 
play and becomes selective of material and arrangement of the 
images. It is colored by the desire for creativit y. Once more 
the psychological background is accurate for the presentation 
of God as the Source of creativity. Such a concept can reaiiily· 
be established since the youth's interest is centered in t his 
power and its attainment. 
The needs of this age group are suggested by 
these characteristics. It is imperative that there be pre• 
sentation of the beautiful in art, 1 iterature, a.n.d nature to 
deepen this appreciation of beauty. Worship can realize new 
levels in their lives through this avenue of such a keen 
sensitiveness to all that reveals God as the Creator and Lover 
of this beauty. It is needful that reading be of the type 
that will deepen thinking since logical thiruting is coordinated 
with the organization of impressions. There are still some 
• 
limiting conditione that indicate the lack of maturity. Con-
cepts of God in His full relationships are denied by these. 
The two words that may be used most charac.-. 
teristically of the mental life of the group from eighteen 
LATER ADOLESCENCE 
to twenty-four are 11 broadened 11 and iiin.-. 
tensified 11 • The establishment of crystal-
lized concepts has led to ramifications into various subjects 
and realms. The acquisition of certain knowledge has been 
the 11 open sesame 11 to undreamed-of universes of intellectual 
achievement. The desire for information has taken the young 
people far afield from their starting place. But as the 
intellect broadened in its searching at the same time it was 
intensified. Nothing less than a complete understanding was 
slaking if such were attainable. 
All activity and religious thinking has been 
described as rational. It is the purely intellectual and 
thinking element which is applied as opposed to an emotional-
izing of events and facts. This rational treatment has 
brought about the individual's adjustment to his previous 
knowledge and to the new relationships in which he finds 
himself involved • 
11 The essential thing about the mature 
-mind as distinguished from the immature 
mind, is the power to grasp ideas in 
their relations to one another in a 
totality or system." 1 
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One negative characteristic of this later 
period is remarked quite generally - scepticism and doubt. 
The limitations of childhood have been broken and new adjust~ 
mente must be made in their places. It is natural that these 
problems and maladjustments should be staggering for a time 
but the new mental powers will make possible a balance with 
a splendid vision. 
6~ 
The need here is first of all for such a ration-
al presentation of i deals and standards as will assuage thia- ~· 
shadow of scepticism and cynicism. A leadership which sees 
its responsibility can present concepts in keeping with the 
psychological characteristics of the time which will graduate 
into a normal concept at the highest levels and a desire to 
seek and find God wr1o embodies these. All opportunities 
for cultivation of a continually broadening and sympathetic 
outlook must be disclosed for later adolescence. 
The building of concepts of God is highly 
associable with the mental characteristics of adolescence. 
It is impossible for educational objectives to function whiOOh 
do not have the support of psychological validity. The im~ 
plications of these variances in mental nature of young peo~ 
ple for our purpose is clearly indicated. For illustration, 
to present God as tr1e Source of beauty to an age group that 
lacks keenness of sense percep~ion is utter folly. Such an 
attempt makes any communion with the Divine One impossible 
• 
of attainment. The very nature of the individual forestalls 
an appreciation of such an impression and since nothing con~ 
gruent with the adolescent mental formation is presented, a 
void of experience and realizatio~.results. 
A study of these mental bents and traits is 
the structural material we must use for any attempt at ed~ 
ucational objectives in worship. The pre-
RELATION OF 
MENTAL CHARAC- sentation of these characteristics here makes 
TERISTICS TO 
SUBJECT evident the gross errors that might be com-
mitted in an attempt which counts such investigation as neg-
ligible. We must emphasize the interrelation of these char• 
acneristics with possibilities of worship levels. 
The social characteristics of adolescence 
are of import here, in the sense that they reveal centers 
of interests and adjustment to personalities 
SOCIAL LIFE 
in the environment. The unit of sociality 
for the boy or girl twelve to fifteen is the very immediate 
group in which he finds himself. The radiation of interest 
EARLY ADOLw 
ESCENCE 
out from himself is very limit-ed. The first 
is the family unit; from this he understands 
something of the meaning of "Father" and 11 Son" - t.he paternal 
and filial relationships • The term love has significance 
in so far as the child can identify it with home relation~ 
ships. Early adolesc ence has been designated as the 11 gang 11 
period. Another small circle of relationship is indicated 
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here, also. There may be built certain loyalties to more 
distant groups or units. But it is quite certain that such 
bonds are felt only through the kinship with those close at 
hand who are a part of such an organization. The lines of 
demarcation are drawn quite charply around any breadth of 
social interests. 
The age group of fifteen to eighteen centers 
its social interests primarily about the units which give 
MIDDlE ADOI.J.. 
ESCENCE 
pleasure. The outstanding social trait is 
the utter delight in a good time. This 
purely Epicurean tendency inevitably pulls out these circum'"" 
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ferences of interest to greater areas. Even yet, the radiations 
of the social interests are far from being identified with the 
universal. 
Since the fundamental characteristic of the 
later age group is the broadening of knowledge and interests, 
it is natural that the social mind is more 
LATER ADOL.-. 
ESCENCE nearly reached here. The concept of the 
Fatherhood of God is retained but the limitations of the 
paternal love are removed so that the individual sees all 
mankind in the brotherhood. As the youth advances, he comes 
more and more to appreciate the highest and comes to regard 
personality with a new reverence. All personality becomes 
valuable and he may reach God in a mystical experience that 
brings satisfaction of longing and desire. However, the 
• 
• 
narrowed conception is erased by such regard for personality 
and a high evaluation is placed on all humanity • 
The communion with a universal Father would 
be the transfigured experience of one of the later age group. 
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He has so enlarged his vision that he sees a world relationship 
of individuals - all of which has been an outgrowth of his 
first adolescent interests limited only to the immediate 
local group. The need is for that which will challenge nothing 
less than this pinnacle of human experience in the communion 
with the Most High. 
All of these characteristics w physical, 
mental, and social - are insights to the religious nature of 
RELATION OF 
SOCIAL TRAITS 
TO RELIGIOUS 
LIFE 
adolescence. Assuredly the mental set and 
bent of a young person is formative for his 
religious characteristics. It is essential 
that we recognize that there can be no exclusively religious 
fragment of living. All of the adolescent nature reveals 
his attitude ~nd relationship with God. There are, however, 
some distinguishing aspects od adolescent r eligious thinking. 
And, each of the age groups shows some rather marlced differ• 
entiation . 
The general phenomenon of a religious type 
is that adolescence introduces a conscious religious life. 
RELIGIOUS LIFE "The results of the psychological 
investigations of religious experience 
• 
• 
by Starbuck, Coe, James, Hall, Leuba, 
and others agree that the period of 
adolescence is preeminently the period 
of the rise of religious consciousness 
in the individual. Statistical inquiries, 
which are likely to be extended in a much 
more comprehensive way by future ob-
servations, are already sufficient to 
show in broad outlines that for the 
individual religion originates in 
youth. There are foregleams of it 
in late childhood and marked develop~ 
mente of it in mature years, but the 
period of original, spontaneous, and 
vital awakening is the teens. 11 1 
Ames' theory that the child is a non-religious 
being makes him rather more emphatic in his statement above 
than others might be who see psycho~ogical grounding for a 
religion of childhood. However, Starbuck makes a rather 
similar statement although he believes that there has been 
some religious factors in childhood • 
"one !Df the most pronounced char-
-acteristics of the religion of 
childhood - - - - is that religion 
is distinctly external to the child 
rather than something which possesses 
inner significance." 2 
Then in contrasting later religious nature he ~ays -
"we may say with certainty, that 
~ontaneous awakenings are dis-
tinctly_~goles£~nt_ph~~Q~.n 3 
The whole evidence from statistical col• 
lection regarding the time of a definite consciousness of 
religious thought or conviction brings simi'lar conclusions. 
Coe has given the results from cases of 1,784 men and the 
1. Ames, Psychology of Religious Ex12.er~Qg2.e~. p.214 
2. Starbuck, Psychology of Religion, p.l9.4 
3. Ibid, p.203 
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findings are that the average age for ''decisive religious 
awakening" is 16.4 years. Figures reported by G.Stanley 
Hall for over four thousand cases give the average age as 
about sixteen. 
The most general characteristic for both 
early and middle adolescence is this realization of religiClllls 
GENERAL CHAR--
ACTERISTIC 
consciousness. The mental processes become 
active regarding much of the material which 
had been rather credulously accepted in childhood. The very 
fact of this alertness and keenness for religion presents a 
dynamic factor for our study here. The natural tendency and 
trend is towards the establishment of a communion and a know ... 
ledge with God. Our educational task becomes one of present~ 
ing material which stimulates this natural desire. Our ed-
ucational objectives for worship for this age must be those 
which supplement the inherent craving of the particular age 
group. 
In addition to this general trend in adol-
escence there are specific religious traits which are marked 
1 
for each successive group. Professor Mayer in his book 
suggests a characterizing adjective for the religious life of 
each period - early adolesnce is practical in its religion; 
middle adolescence is idealistic; later adolescence is 
1. Mayer, The Church's Progr~!_g_:f.or Young People, Chap.III 
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Each of these specifications finds psychow 
logical grounding in the mental traits which have been pointed 
out. The hectic accumulation of knowledge with little dis-
cretionary arrangement has prevented the perception of the 
finer meanings. The whole attitude would be very matter-of-
fact and practical in its outlook. The particular trend 
which this would take in religious matters would be toward a 
dir ect helpfulness and service, the benefits of which were 
immediate and plainly visible. 
The emphasis in all of the levels of early 
adolescent life seem to balance toward the physical. It is 
EARLY ADOL.-
ESCENCE 
that which is seen which makes the deepest 
impress. Evidences of material or physical 
supremacy seem to make more appeal than those of an ideal.-. 
istic nature. There is a passion for doing things and the 
understanding of great accomplishments can be the basis for 
religious thinking and understanding. 
Middle adolescence is "the peak of religious 
1 
idealism". The development of a keen sense perception and 
the use of intelligence in its interpretation 
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MIDDLE ADOL-
ESCENCE of causative of this. The significance of other 
than surface casuality is realized. Dr.Athearn statee,"Ideals 
arise in relation to that craving for coherency of life, in-
2 
herent in all rational beings. 11 The element of control in 
1. Mayer, The Church' g_PrQg_r_am for Young People, p.35 
2. Marlatt, Lecture Notes, Principles of Moral and 
Religious Education, 1927. 
.-
mental life hes bE}come effectual and there is coherency and 
unity made possible for ideas. The imagistic, rational, and 
emotional elements which work together to formulate ideals 
are present in this adolescent group. Together, they produce 
ideals as values which can be made to function for the pro-
duction of character. 
Substantiation can be given to these ideals 
which can make them remain as positive in all later religious 
development. One value which eventuates from worship is the 
realization of the Ideal in God. The worship process must 
employ those elements and aims which will direct the individual 
to the Source. Ideals drive one to the deepest desire which is 
God that there may be realized the highest value which is a 
free personality in communion with the Divine One. 
Later adolescence finds rationalism which may 
lead to scepticism and doubting. Very frequently this is the 
LATER ADOL-
ESCENCE 
one dominant characteristic which is stressed 
for all of adolescent religious life. However 
psychological study makes no such revelation. The mental life, 
if at all progressive has been broadened by continual study 
and reading. This has tended to clarify the understanding 
of relationships and adjustments for the period . The religious 
life has become bDoadened and intensified. New levels of 
spiritual experience have been reached through progre ssive 
advance. 
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The implica tions of these adolescent char-
acteristics for our present study are clear and concise. 
First, the constant progression of the in-
I MPLICATIONS OF 
THIS STUDY FOR dividual makes the possibilities of educaw 
THE SUBJECT 
tional a.ims very clear. One group builds on 
the experiences of its preced ing age inall religious activity 
as well as physical or mental. Second, the ideas and concepts 
of God change proportionately to the other alterations in the 
life. The ideas of God inevitably correlate with the immedw 
late environment and life. In such a case, worship must vary 
within the individual's own experience. The aims, which con-
trol the develo pment of the worship process must find their 
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basis in s uch variances. Third, adolescence is a period of 
continued progress. No preconceived ideas are held as inviolate 
against the contact with new truth. It is a nearer and ne a rer 
revelation of the Supreme Absolute which is sought. The truths 
and ideas of God may be unfolded and made ideals for per s onal 
living, if the. task is done in accord with sound educational 
principles. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
OBJEC TIVES OF ADOLESCENT WORSHIP 
OBJ~CTIVES OF ADOLESCENT WORffii iP 
As we approach our specific task of formulating 
a definite set of objectives, we need something of a back-
' . 
ground from the educational world regarding aims and objec-
tives. Facts and statements may be presented 
STUDY OF GEN-
ERAL EDUCATION ... from t h e whole literature which has develop ... 
AL OBJECTIVES 
ed concerning the principles of secondary 
education. Since our treatment pertains entirely to adol-
escence, it will be authority coming from high school and 
college educators. 
One educator makes this concise and compre~ 
hensive sta tement -
STATEMENTS OF 
SECONDARY SCHOOL 
EDUCATORS 
"It is clear that secondary 
. education should especially 
promote the development of 
each pupil's dominant inter-
ests and powers; and further, 
that, it should seek to render these in-
terests and powers subservient to life's 
serious purposes, and also to the possibil-
ity of participation in the refined pleas-
ures of life." 1 
This general may be applicable to all which aims at develop-
ment. Following thls in his book he gives more specific 
aims, two of which only a r e quoted here as relative to our 
druscussion. 
11 It seems to me, therefore, that the 
.. independent function of modern second-
ary education is fairly described in 
the following statement;~ 
Third, to stimul ate and prepare each 
1. Hanus, Educationa:l_~ims -~nd_lf<i'llQ.~iional Values, p . 81 
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pupil~ so far as his age and the 
time limits of secondary education 
permit, to participate intelligently 
and helpfully, in promoting the wel~ 
fare of the society of which he is to 
form a part. 
Fourth, to prepare and to stimu-
late each pupil to carry f10rwe.rd his 
own development uninterruptedly- .... " 1 
Monroe gives something of a clue to the aims 
of secondary education although he feels that they are wide-
ly diversified. 
"Consequently it is impossible to 
state in simple terms the problem of 
secondary educ a t i on or to delimit 
with any greatpr.ec ision its scope 
and purpose. These are , or may be, 
as varied as the needs of society and 
the interests and abilities of the 
students." 2 
The emphasis is placed on the 11 interests" and "ability" or 
the fundamental characteri s tics of the adolescent. 
Dewey stresseA the same general &im. 
"Educati on is the growth of capacit,tes 
.with which human beings are endowed 
at birth - - - - If education is the 
proper growth of tendencies and powers 
att ention to the process ~f growing in 
the particular form in which it goes 
on from day to day is the only way or 
making secure the accomplishments of 
adult life." 3 
More specific to our immediate task are 
ste.temente which ha.ve come from leading religious educators 
regarding the objectives and aims in general v.rhich face the 
l.Hanus, Educational Aims and Educaticnal Values, p.82 
2.Monroe, -Pr1nc1]2les of Secondary Education, p.l2 
3.Dewey, Schools of To-:.l};!Q!:row..._ p.2,6. 
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system of religious educ a tion. Weigle stresses in the in-
1 
troductory chapter of his book the 
STATEMENTS OF 
RELIGIOUS EDUCATORS fact that spiritual development is 
likewise an educative process in which the pupil develops 
steadily and consistently. The same principles of growth 
apply to the acquisition of character as to the knowledge 
of any subject or process. Horne's statement corroborates 
this idea. 
"Because religion includes the in-
- tellectual element in man, all re-
ligion should be educ e.tional in 
character - - - - - religi8n is 
t hus not an artificial graft into 
human nature, it is the natural 
blossoming of human nature." 2 
Coe backs his theories r egarding relig ious 
education with social idealism and sees the "democracy of 
God" as the "determinant of ultimate ends". Hi s g eneral 
statement of the aim of the process is in harmony with these 
others. 
11
':'he aim of Chris tian education become s 
this: Growth of the young toward, and 
into nature and efficient devotion to 
t he dAmoc:racy and happy self-realiza-
tion therein. 11 3 
Dean Athearn says, 11 In insisting that the 
church school shall become a real school we must not forget 
4 
that it is to be a rel igious school.u The quotation is 
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made that we may see that here also the impression is that hhe 
truly educational process, methods and principles is to be 
1. Weigle, The Pupil and the Teacher . 
2.Horne, :r:s_ychological Principles of Education, p .343 
3.Coe, Soci§:LTh~.Q!:Y. of Relie;ious Education, p.55 
4.Athearn, Chur£h S~gool, p.2 . 
-carried over into the field of r eligious education. There 
is a constant growth there and the surcharging of theEe 
educational aims with such religious material as is embodied 
in the curriculum will result thus -
11
'When all one's experiences have 
been lifted into the presence of 
God, one will live and move and 
have his being with the conscious-
ness of God as an ever present fact"'' 1 
Theee, then~ ate the main educational prin-
ciples which we find in the objectives of our secondary 
CONCLUSIVE PRIN-
CIPLES TO BE USED 
I N DISCUSSION 
school system which we will take over to 
ap~ly to bur objectiv es of worship. F i rst 
of all, we see an omje~tive as an exter-
nal goal or aim. Second, any educational process must pro-
mote the interests of the child as found in his particular 
age group - the interests of the adolescent in the particular 
group of which he is a part. Third, these interests and 
power must be drawn steadily upward toward the very highest 
levels of which the individual is capable. These levels may 
be mental or spiritual; the same development must be stim• 
ulated. It is possible for such an expansion if the object .... 
tives are built on the present characteristics and eiz>en 
limitations of the adolescent looking to the constant chang.-. 
ing of these to larger conceptions of life. 
We accept these facts as the educational 
1. Athe8rn, The Church School , p.3 
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• 
background for our problem. We come now to construct a 
SPEO:IFIC TASK 
OF OBJECTIVES 
definite set of educational objectives of 
worship which shall be of such a nature that 
there is the attainment of the highe s t level of appreciation 
of God within each age period. Our set of objectives will 
be the concepts of God and of Jesus 
APPLICATION OF 
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ABOVE PRINCIPLES and their relationships which are necessary 
TO OBJECTIVES 
OF WORSHIP to be built into the religious nature 
of an adolescent. By using the term 11built into" there is 
no intention of suggesting that there is to be any grafting 
but rather a substantiation and development of the natural 
characteristics and tendencies of ea~t:h adolescent. 
At the close of the d~ecussion of the even-
tual aims of worshiping, it was shown that there are four 
fundamental, valid concepts of God for adolescent religious 
RE-STATEMENT 
OF FOUR FU l~DA.,. 
MENTAL CONCEPTS 
thinking. The limit of the underetanding 
of these will not be reached in any one 
period of adolescence. The growth toward 
understanding will be constant and gradual. The concepts 
suggested there are Fatherhood, Source of beauty, Source of 
the power of creativity, and the Ideal of Righteousness. 
The set of objectives is to be built around 
these concepts. There are certain phases of these c~mcepts 
which will be comprehensive for early adolescents, others 
for middle adolescents, and still others for later adoles• 
cents. The division is not an arbitrary one but is based 
on the psychological facts concerning worship ·and young 
people which have been our study thus far, as we will attempt 
to show at the very close of the chapter. 
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A SET OF OBJECTIVES OF WORSHIP FOR YOUNG PEOPLE. 
I. Fatherhood: 
1. Early adolescence: 
a. To see God·· as a personal Father to the individ-
ual. 
b. To see God as a Father over the individual's 
immediate social group. 
c. To see the inter ... relationship between members 
of immediate group based on the Fatherhood 
concept. 
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d. To understand Jesus' relation with God as Father, 
through, 
(1) Love of Jesus toward his Father. 
(2) Love for those in the relation of 
brotherhood. 
(3) Prayer-conversation with Hie Father. 
2. Middle adolescence: 
a. To deepen the realization of Divine compan-
ionship through understanding of, 
(1) Prayer as communion with a Friend. 
(2) Guidance and care. 
(3) Forgiveness and m~rcy. 
b. To see God as Father of the widened social 
circle. 
c. To develop standards of friendship through the 
knowledge of, 
( 1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Friendship of Jesus with those of hie 
companionship. 
Friendship of Jesus for the individual. 
Ideals of friendship for those of daily 
contacts. 
d. To see the vision of the ideal of world friendship. 
• 
3. Later adolescence: 
a. To see God as Father of all humanity, realized 
through: 
(1) Equality of races. 
(2) World peace. 
(3) Justice in industrial, social, and eco• 
nomic relations. 
(4) Justice in all affairs of state which 
shall touch human lives. 
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b. Th see the Ideal of Divine Personality express• 
ed through, 
(1) Respect for one's own personality. 
(2) Reverence for all human perAonali t y. 
(3) Prayer as communion with the highest 
personality. 
(4) Vision of God's immanence. 
(5) Concept of immortality. 
• 
II. Source of beauty: 
1. Early adolescence: 
a. To see God as the giver of health and physical 
perfection. 
b. To have the revelation of God in heroes and 
heroines. 
c. To see God in the beauty of nature. 
2. Middle adolescence: 
a. To see God in the beauty of nature. 
b. To experience the stimulus for the desire 
for beauty in personal environment. 
c. To see the vision of God in: 
(1) Art. 
( 2) Literature. 
(3) Music. 
3. Later adolescence: 
a. To see God as the Source of beauty of t he 
order of the universe. 
b. To see Jesus as t h e revelation of the beauty 
of life. 
c. To see God in the beauty of nature. 
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d. To experience the vision of God in the beauty of, 
(1) Art. 
(2) Literature • 
(3) Music. 
{4) Religious symbolism. 
e. To see the beauty of personal lives which reveal 
Christlike attributes. 
• 
III. Source of Power of Creativity: 
1. Early adolescence: 
a. To understand God as the Creator of the immediate 
physical environment. 
b. To find the Source of this power for the desire 
11 to do and be great thingsu. 
c.To feel the stimulus to the thirst for knowledge. 
2. Middle adolescence: 
a. To see God the Creator as: 
(1) Maker of the beauty of nature. 
(2) Power of creation in the universe. 
b. To see Jesus the creator as 
(1) The Maker of a perfect life. 
(2) The Inspiration for the dreams and ideals 
of this age. 
3. Later adolescence: 
a. ~o see God the Creator as 
(1) Power of creation in the universe. 
(2) Source of potential creativity in the 
physical universe. 
(3) The Giver of knowledge relating to all 
creative forces. 
b. To see Jesus as the giver of power of creativity 
to individual:in, 
(1) Standard for choice of life work. 
(2) Ideal for goals of life. 
(3) Dynamic for all life. 
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IV. Ideal of Righteousness: 
1. Early adolescence: 
a. To comprehend love through·• 
(1) Love for immediate social group • 
. (2) Expression of love in practical service. 
b. To see Jesus as possessed of these attributes: 
(more physical) 
( 1) Courage. 
( 2) Truth. 
( 3) Joy. 
(4) Gratitude. 
2.Middle adolescence: 
a. To comprehend love through, 
(1) Love for an inclusive social group. 
(2) Inspiration for great ideals and aims. 
b. To see Jesus as possessed of these attributes, 
(more spiritual) 
(1) Sincerity. 
(2) Wisdom. 
3. Later adolescence: 
. a. To see God as love revealed through, 
(1) The spiritual dynamic. 
(2) Ser~ice as the interpretation of the 
whole of life. 
b. To comprehend God as Spirit: 
Spiritualmpossibilities. 
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• 
c. To see Jesus as the embodiment of life's 
highest values. 
d. To find the dynamic for the rational view of 
life and an understanding of its attributes . 
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• 
DEFENSE OF THESE OBJECTIVES 
Let us consider briefly the psychological and 
logical grounding which such a set of objectives may claim 
for itself. 
The traits of early adolescence ... physical, 
mental, social, and religious ~ reveal an emphatic interest 
RELATION TO CHAR-
ACTERISTICS OF 
EARLY ADOLESCENCE 
in that which is primarily physical and 
practical. Socially, we find the boy 
or girls of twelve to fifteen has a small 
range of interests. The people very near to him are those in 
whom he is most interested. Thus, hie conception of Father-
hood will be interpreted in terms of his filial relationship 
in the home. God as a Father will be understood by him 1f 
that Fatherhood is similar to his own human experience. His 
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interest is his social group and for any religious relationshtps 
the conception of Fatherhood must be made to include that. 
There is little evidence for an enlarged vision which might 
make a world brotherhood. 
The early adolescent can understand Jesus 
in his rel ation as a son if it, too, is presented as a replica 
of what the boy or girl knows in his everyday l -ife. A cer-
tain amount of inspiration from Jesus' life can come in the 
visualization of such a picture. The adolescent is having 
his first individual experience with prayer for his religion 
has become individual and the conversation with a Father is 
•• 
• 
accessible to him. 
Likewise, in the second sense of God as 
Source of beauty it is evident once more that the appreciation 
can only be physical and practical. The keenness of sense 
perception has not reached its h~ight of development and com-
paratively few new sensations from sense stimuli are coming 
into the early adolescent mind. He abounds in health as we 
discovered in the physical study and the greatest beauty to 
him will be the physical prowess and perfection which makes 
activity possible. 
Relative to this will be the attitude he will 
have to the Source of Power. The adolescent is fairly con• 
sumed by his longing for activity; "to do things" is the 
most earnest desire of his life. The facts and causes are 
being rooted out and in this process there dawns an apprecia-
tion of the power behind the creation of the books and liter-
ature, and facts. In such appreciation he has seen God anew 
and can be amde to understand Him because of a glimpse of a 
new power and achievement. 
The religion of the early adolescent has 
been characterized as practical. To attempt to glorify an 
idealistic vision is vain for he laclrs the necessary emotion• 
al development and play of the imagination both of which are 
characteristic in a few years. The attributes of Jesus are 
which are appreciated are those which are most nearly physical 
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·-
as we have suggested ~ physical in the sense that their reS1llts 
are very practical and quite tangible. These factors are 
required for the understanding of the early adolesc ent. 
The basic characteristics for middle adolescence 
were given as the organization of knowledge, development 
of imagination and sense perception, 
RELATION TO CHARAC-
TERISTICS OF MIDDLE and a widened social outlook. The appre-
ADOLESCENCE 
elation of nature is highly possible 
und er these circumstances. All the details of its wonder 
are seen and the marvel of God's creation is made possible be-
cause of the stimuli of sound, sight, smell. Likewise, the 
appr eciation of enrichment material for a cultured life is 
awakened and innumerable avenues of approach to God's truth 
are opened. 
Daily contacts have widened here because of 
new associations in high school. The idea of God's Fatherhood 
may be so extended as to include these and the idealism of the 
period can be applied to a need of a universal conception 
of the inclusion of this united group. The ideals of the age 
group may be intensified and grounded in ideals of Jesus so that 
they become permanent standa rds for life. 
Later adolescence is characteristically 
rational. The mental life h a s made a wide sweep in its devel• 
opment and assimilation. The revelations of science have been 
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intensely interesting. A whole new array of knowledge and 
material has come into the intellectual 
RELATION TO CHARAC.-
TERISTICS OF LATER equipment. The greatest opportunity 
ADOLESCENCE 
for all young people comes in their 
corresponding broadening of their concept of God. All of this 
new realm of knowledge is but new knowledge of the power and 
worth of God. The level of knowledge of God reache8 a new 
height because of the obliteration of the ignorance which 
had kept Him o"bscure and limited. The Ideal of Righteousness 
has new meaning and significance a.s social adjustments are 
being made. The interest in state and world had never brought 
any responsibility 1to the individual and now that there 
must be activity in these fields, God may be revealed and 
found as the solution of the problems involved. 
Thus, our set of objectives has attempted 
to give logical consistent aims for the religious leadership 
of young people. It gives a foundation for the process of 
finding God in all ages in a vision consistent with the 
thinking, attitudes, and definite characteristics. It sug ... 
ge s ts a progressive evolution for the thinking of young 
people concerning God which may bring them to the Light that 
gives life, glory, and meaning. 
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CONCLUSION 
' 
Aeons of forgotten time have probably past 
in man's effort to form an idea of the Divine. One can see 
his progress through Animism, Naturalism,ancestor-worship 
to meditation of the Spirit that is Love. The cults of stones 
and trees, of animals and sun have given way to the revelation 
of the peace and calm of the Maker of these that may be 
found even in the great silences. 
Worship has changed from the frenzy and fev-
ered madness evolced by the savage rituals and ceremonials 
to the dignity of an inner posture of man's soul. The fear 
and suspicion and utter mystery have become lighted by a 
Love and Hope and Inspiration. 
Rather typical of the whole length of the 
progress is the trans'f ormation within the Hebrew race of the 
Yahweh conception. The anthropomorphic Yahweh of the desert 
years later required a letter compliance with hundreds of 
trifling observances. The least deviation meant the immed~ 
iate manife s tation of displeasure. The geographic limitation 
on Jehovah made Him only an Israelite God and that only when 
they were in their own country. 
The prophets came with a glorified insight 
into the meaning of an all-powerful and loving Being who 
cared for men's lives so much that He despised the savor of 
sweet-smelling incense. They r evealed a God, communion with 
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/ 
whom was possible only as the motives were in accord with 
His. 
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through Jesus • 
The final revelation of the vision of God came 
His spiritual heritage included all this He-
brew background but His clarion call was to men to seek and 
know the Father. Then, it was, man fully saw God as a Person 
of attributes of love and mercy and ~reative power. God 
became visualized for man and the way to a great height of 
unde:estanding was open for ... "If ye have seen me, ye have 
seen the Father." 
The process of coming to see and know God 
fully is a progressive one. The one who accomplishes it 
must grow. What might we conclude mor e naturally, then, 
than that age of growth and development would be the time to 
which it has been given to attain the heights? We have found 
adolescence set apart and marked by growth and new vision. 
The adolescent may see Uod in the fullest 
for each level of his ~rowth and he m~ reach out to the ful-
ness of understanding as all of his capacities become climac-
tic in their breadth and vision. It is necessary that cer~ 
tain definite aims and objectives be clearly in the minds 
of those who assume this responsibility of leading him in 
his worshiping process. Such aim and objectives we have 
attempted to suggest believing that since they are consistent 
• 
with all of his life in each age period that through their 
realization he may more clearly see God and thms may wor-
ship more deeply. 
AJ.l this is done that, it it is of value, 
in its attainment and realization the adolescent may know thB 
companionship of a Father, the reflection of the majesty of 
God in the majesty of hills and mountai~s, the perfection of 
God in the symphony of the colors of flowers, water, and 
sunset, the love of One who is Hims elf Love, the power and 
urge from One "who has made us for Himself", e.nd the order-
liness and calm of hearts which are "restless unti l they 
find rest in Thee." 
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SUMMARY 
SU!l:1MARY BY CHAPTERS 
CHAPTER ONE - THE NATURE OF WORSHIP: 
The orig'tn and primitive forms of worship 
are indicative of its nature and meaning. As one notes the 
trend which the evolutionary development indicates, he can 
interpret its deeply-rooted place in man's nature. Inves-
tigation reveals four main theories which are held concernii1g 
the origin of religion - a religious instinct, Animism, 
Naturalism, and Collectivism. Then, we find that in pri-
mordial times man's worship tended to seek as its center, cer"'" 
tain objects of nature which finally evolved to a reverence 
for personality of man, found especially in ancestor worship. 
Worship is under s tood finally as a seeking for an understanding 
of the Power and a seeking aft er relati ~nship. Such seeking 
is found to have reasonable grounding for its continuation . 
~·:i any authorities and psychologist s have 
gi~en statements and definitions of the nature of worship. 
These have been reviewed in a general way, and an estimate 
of their authority attempted. The worship process mustn 
function through a design which resolves itself into a tech-
nique which is a suggested pattern of form for the materials 
which serve as tools in the experience. De an Sperry ' s pattern 
with its three main parts is that accepted as the basis for 
the work in this thesis. Thus, worship is found to revolve 
on the idea of God which the individual has. The experience 
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of worship finds its value in that it l,s productive of 
general goals and capacities in character. 
CHAPTER TWO M EVENTUAL AIMS OF WORSHIPING: 
The patt ern of worship which is accepted. and 
the educational approach which is to be made have their · 
grounding in the fact that worship rests on the concept 
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of God held by the individual. Our subject comes to have 
educational implications when the significance of these prfu• 
gressive d evelopments is realized. These developments have eeen 
traced through their evolution. Certain factors are found 
very definitely to be determinants of these variations which 
are recognized in the individuals' knowledge of God. The age 
of the individual, the degree of civilization and intellec t 
and the spiritual experience condition materially the idea 
of God which will be precipitated and crystallize in the 
thoughts of the pers on. Thus, since our subject has an age~ 
group limitation, it becoilles valid to determine what conceptions 
of God, young people of adolescent age can be expected to have 
built up in their thinking. Such an agreement seems to resolve 
itself into four very general concepts .- Fatherhood, Source 
of Beauty, Source of the power of creativity, and the Ideal 
of Righteousness. 
CHAPTER THREE ~ A STUDY OF ADOLESCENT CHARACTERISTICS: 
The characteristics of all phases of a. dolescent 
• 
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life must be understood in order to make any concentrated 
study of a particular phase. This becomes true since life 
is not segmented into definitely differentiated planes but 
is clearly an inter-related whole. The physical life of 
adolescence is characterized by the rapid growth and develop-
ment, especially in the earlier years. The needs of a physical 
nature are those which will contribute to the forwarding of such 
growth. The mental life of early adolescance is characteriszed 
as a passion for knowledge. Middle adolescence becomes capable 
of organizing and consolidating ideas and knowledge. Later 
adolescence is characterized by a broadened and intensified 
mental life. The study of the social life is indicative of 
the centers of interests and relationships which are com~ 
prehended and appreciated by each group. The natural corollary 
is that , as knowledge increases and broadens, these ranges of 
social complexities are widened and also made more vital. The 
general and most outstanding religious characteristic is that 
in adolescence there arises a conscious religious life. 
Psychologist s have discovered this to be the period of con-
version. The religious life of each period h a s been es-
pecially characterized - early adolescence is practical; 
middle adolescence is idealistic; later adolescence is 
rational. 
• 
• 
CHAPTER FOUR • OBJECTIVES OF ADOLESCENT WORSHIP: 
The objectives of our secondary system of 
education have a distinct relationship here. The study 
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of the statements of some leading educators is made that some 
general conclusions may be reached regarding objectives. The 
conclusive principles which have been found and enumerated 
are to be .sued in the discussion. With these educ a tional 
objectives as a background and the fundamental concepts of 
God for young epople as working material, the main part of this 
chapter becomes a definite set of statements of o bjectivee 
for worsh ip. The remainder of the chapter includes such a 
statement and then a defense of these objectives. This de-
fense is made through the relating of the psychological 
characteristics of each age group to the educ a tional objec-
tives which were stated. The objectives, in order to remain 
valid, must find an ab solute grounding in the charact eristics 
and needs of the group • 
• 
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